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IMPROVED LOWER BOUNDS
ON THE APPROXIMABILITY

OF THE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM

HANS-JOACHIM BÖCKENHAUER1 AND SÉBASTIAN SEIBERT1

Abstract. This paper deals with lower bounds on the approximabil-
ity of different subproblems of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
which is known not to admit any polynomial time approximation al-
gorithm in gênerai (unless V = MV). First of all, we present an im-
proved lower bound for the Traveling Salesman Problem with Triangle
Inequality, A-TSP for short. Moreover our technique, an extension of
the method of Engebretsen [11], also applies to the case of relaxed and
sharpened triangle inequality, respectively, denoted A^-TSP for an ap-
propriate /?. In case of the A-TSP, we obtain a lower bound of §§!§ — e
on the polynomial-time approximability (for any small e > 0), com-
pared to the previous bound of |§§^ —e in [11]. In case of the A^-TSP,
for the relaxed case (f3 > 1) we present a lower bound of ^ J ^ ^ f — e»
and for the sharpened triangle inequality (~ < ft < 1), the lower bound

2 +4/f ~~ e' Tke l a t t e r result is of interest especially since it
h S 1shows that the TSP is AVX-haxd even if one comes arbitrarily close to

the trivial case that all edges have the same cost.

AMS Subject Classification. 68Q25, 68R10.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the hardest optimization prob-
lems in MVÖ. (Recall that AfVO is the class of optimization problems whose
underlying threshold languages belong to NV. For a formai définition of the class
MVÖ see e.g. [15].) It is intractable (provided V / NV) in gênerai because it does
not admit any polynomial time p(n)-approximation algorithm for any polynomial
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p in the input size n. On the other hand there are large subclasses of input in-
stances of the TSP that admit polynomial-time approximation algorithms with a
reasonable approximation ratio. The Euclidean TSP (also called geometrie TSP)
even admits a polynomial time approximation scheme [2,3,14] and the A-TSP
(TSP with triangle inequality, also called metric TSP) can be approximated by
Christofides algorithm with an approximation ratio of § [10]. Generally, recent
research has shown that the "relation" of an input instance of the TSP to the
triangle inequality may be essential for estimating the hardness of this particular
input instance. We say, for every (3 > | , that an input instance of the genera!
TSP satisfies the /3-triangle inequality if

cost({w, w}) ^ (3 • (cost({u, v}) + cost({t;, w}))

for all vertices u,v,w. By A^-TSP we dénote the TSP whose input instances
satisfy the ^-triangle inequality. Obviously, we have Ai-TSP= A-TSP. If f3 > 1
then we speak about the relaxed triangle inequality, and if \ < (3 < 1 we speak
about the sharpened triangle inequality. Note that at f3 = \, we reach the trivial
case that all edges have the same cost, and J3 < \ \s impossible.

Considering the relaxed triangle inequality, in [1,5,6] it has been proved that Ap-
TSP can be approximated in polynomial time with approximation ratio min{4/?,
f/?2}. Also, [5] contains a proof that there exists a small e > 0 such that Ap-
TSP cannot be approximated with approximation ratio 1 + e - f3 for (3 > 1, unless

The sharpened triangle inequality was considered first in [7,8], There, some
algorithms were developed to obtain an approximation ratio between 1 and 1.5,
depending on /?. More precisely, methods were developed to adopt algorithms for
the metric TSP to the case of the sharpened triangle inequality, and also a new
algorithm, the so called Cycle Cover Algorithm has been proposed. This leads to
a combined upper bound of approximability of min \ 1 + ^^23+1, § + \ • JZTQ \

which tends to 1 for (3 —> ̂ , and to 1.5 for /3 —» 1.
In this paper, we will show improved, respectively first, lower bounds for these

problems as follows. In the case of A-TSP, we get a lower bound of | | j | — e, for
A^-TSP, (3 > 1, we get 3^^8p ~ e> a n d fo r A/3"TSP, \ < (3 < 1, we obtain
77661i12+8°/2-nf/f ~~ £ a s l ° w e r bound, each one for an arbitrary small e > 0. Note that
for the case of the sharpened triangle inequality, this is the first lower bound at all.
In view of the fact that the Euclidean TSP, in some sense an orthogonal subclass of
the metric TSP, admits a polynomial time approximation scheme, it is somewhat
surprising that the case of the sharpened triangle inequality is AP^-hard for f3
arbitrarily close to | .

Our proof is based on the idea of Engebretsen, who reduced a special case of a
linear équations problem, called LinEq2-2(3), to the TSP subproblem with edge
costs 1 and 2 only. This special case of the TSP was considered for the first time
in [17]. We extend this proof technique by considering the réduction to input
instances of A^-TSP whose edge costs are from {l,m,£}, 1 < m < L (We use
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{1, 2,3} for the metric TSP, and appropriate values, depending on /?, for the other
cases.) This modification requires some crucial changes in the construction of
Engebretsen as well as some essentially new technical considérations.

Overall the proof is performed by a gap-preserving réduction from
LinEq2-2(3), for which Berman and Karpinski have shown a lower bound of | | j —e,
for an arbitrary small e > 0.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give the définitions
and state the results. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the central theorem, and
we conclude in Section 4.

2. DÉFINITIONS AND RESULTS

Let B be an optimization problem, LB the language of all inputs for £ , and
A an algorithm producing a feasible solution A(x) for any x G LB- For an input
x, we dénote by opt(x) the cost of an optimal solution. Let a G R-1. A is an
a-approximation algorithm for B if for ail inputs x G Ls ,

f opt(x) cost(^4(x))
max < , .. ' . , \

\œst(A(x))' opt(x)

The Traveling Salesman Problem with ^-triangle znequality, A/3-TSP for short, is
the following approximation problem.

Input: A complete graph G = (V,E), V = {^1,. • • ,vn} and a cost function
cost : E —*- Q which obeys the /3-triangle inequality

cost({w, w}) ^ (3 • (cost({u, v}) + cost({î;, w})) for all u,v,w e V,

Output: A Hamiltonian tour in G, given by a permutation TT on {1 , . . . , n}.
n

Goal: Minimize ^ c o s t d ^ , ^ ^ ^ m o d J ) .

The A{1>m)i}-TSP is the subproblem of A-TSP where ail edge costs are from the
set {l,m, Z}.

Next, we give the définition of LinEq2-2(3) for which we give gap-preserving
réductions to A^-TSP.

Input: A set {ei, . . . , en} of linear équations modulo 2 over a set of variables
{#i,.. . ,Xm} where each équation contains exactly two variables, and each
variable occurs exactly three times.

Output: An assignment of binary values to the variables {x±}... , x m } .
Goal: Maximize the number of équations from {êi, . . . , en} which hold under

the given assignment.
Finally, we have to clarify what type of réduction we will use between these two
problems. We will use a gap-preserving réduction as introduced in [4]. The notion
of gap problem is only implicit there. Also, the définition has been used in some
modified ways since. We will use the following définition as in [15].
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Let A be an optimization problem with input language LA- Let size(x) dénote
the size of an input in an appropriate way. Moreover let 0 < c < s be two
constants. The gap problem (c,s)—A is the following décision problem.

Input: An instance x E LA such that either
-, opt(x) ^L ifebi ̂ c'or

2. 2EiM > s .
size(:c) —

Output: The décision which of the two cases applies.
As size(x), we use the number of vertices in a TSP instance, and the size of a
LinEq2-2(3) instance is the number of équations.

Note the following différence to viewing languages as décision problems. Here,
we don't have a "positive" and a "négative" answer but two different answers
which can be handled symmetrically. Consequently, when speaking about NV-
hardness of a gap problem, it doesn't matter to which answer of the gap problem
the positive answer of a language in NV is mapped.

Let (c,s) — A and (c',s') — B be two gap problems. A gap-preserving réduction
from (c, s)—A to (c', sf) — B is a polynomial time algorithm Computing a mapping
y : LA —> LB such that one of the following two cases applies.

1. for all x £ LA-

( ( ) )
optB(y(x))

() sizeB(y(x))

2. for all x G LA:

sizel(x) ^ c =^ sizeB(y(x)) - '
optA(a:) ^ optB(y(x)) , ,
sizeA(x) - S ^ sizeB(y(x)) ^ C '

We write (c,s)-A^gp (cf,sf)-B.
With the previous définition, we are able to deal with gap problems coming

from both, maximization and minimization problems, without further distinc-
tion. Please remember that all one wants to use the réduction for is to show
A/'^-hardness of gap problems. This in turn implies a lower bound on the approx-
imability of the underlying optimization problem.

Theorem 2.1. [4] Let (c,s) — A and {d\sf) — B be two gap problems. If (c,s)—A
isftfV-hard, and (c,s) — A^gp (d,sf) — B then

1. (c!,sf)-B isNV-hard, and
2. there is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for B having a ratio

better than ~, unless V = NV.

The basis of our hardness proofs will be the following result of Berman and Karpin-
ski, stated here in our terminology,

Theorem 2.2. [9] For every arbitrary small £I,Ê2 > 0; (ff̂  + ei, fff - e2) -
LinEq2-2(3) is NV-hard.

From this, we will present a gap-preserving réduction to the three variants of
A^-TSP studied here (z.e. cases \ < f3 < 1, /? = 1, /? > 1). To give a uniform
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treatment, we will first clarify how we can get, in each of theses cases, instances
which use only three different edge costs.

We call a triple of edge costs 1 < m < l admissible for A/3-TSP if m ̂  /?(1 + 1),
l < /3(1 + m), and 1 + l ^ 2m. The first two conditions mean that triangles
consisting of two edges with cost 1 and one edge with cost m satisfy the /3-triangle
inequality, as well as triangles that consist of one edge of each cost. The last
condition assures that the cost of a Hamiltonian tour will not be increased if we
substitute two edges of cost m by one edge each of cost 1 and l. This fact will be
needed frequently in the proof.

Theorem 2.3. Let (3 > | ; and 1 < m < l be admissible edge costs for A^-TSP.
Then for arbitrary small £1, £2 > 0

/331 , 68 _ 331 3 4 - ^ T inTTnO 9 / ^ W ^7612+4* , ^ 7611+5Z _ \ A T q p

It is obvious that we can use edge costs 1,2,3 for case (3=1. Also, one can easily
check that for \ < (3 < 1 the costs 1,2/3, and 2/32 + (3 are admissible, as are the
costs 1,2/3, and 4/3 — 1 in case (3 > 1. Moreover, these are the maximal admissible
edge costs for the respective cases.

Using these values, from Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we immédiately obtain
lower bounds on the approximability.

Theorem 2.4. Unless V = AfV, for every small e > 0, the following holds.

1. There is no polynomial time ( 77ei2^si2+48 ~ £) -aPProx^ma^on algorithm

for A/3-TSP, \ < (3 < 1;

2. there is no polynomial time (§§j§ — e) -approximation algorithm for A-TSP;

3. there is no polynomial time (^^^i- — e)-approximation algorithm for

A ^ - T S P , / 3 > 1 .

3. PROOF OF THE CENTRAL THEOREM

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3. In the following, when
referring to the three edge costs 1, m, l we will usually work with the values 1,2, 3.
This is not only because these are the values for the most prominent case, the
metric TSP. We also believe that the reader will get a better intuition, because
these values correspond in a close way to the distance in a skeleton graph as you
will see below. Ail one has to keep in mind is that, when replacing two edges
of cost 2 by one of cost 1 and 3, each, we just use that fact that the costs are
admissible, especially 2m ̂  1 + L

First, we will give a short outline of the proof.
For a given LinEq2-2(3) instance we first construct an undirected graph Go

which consists of 68n + 1 vertices, if the given LinEq2-2(3) instance has 3n équa-
tions and 2n variables. This graph consists of one équation gadget for each équa-
tion of the LinEq2-2(3) instance and one variable cluster for each variable. These
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comportants are connected to each other in such a way that every variable cluster
is connected via exactly two edges to every équation gadget belonging to an équa-
tion in which this variable occurs. We call these edges the connector edges. Then
we construct a A{12;3}-TSP instance G from Go by setting the edge costs for all
edges in Go to one and setting all other edge costs to the maximal possible value
from {2,3} such that the triangle inequality is still satisfied. This construction is
described in detail in Section 3.1.

We will show the following correspondence between the optimal assignment for
the LinEq2-2(3) instance and the optimal Hamiltonian tour for the constructed
TSP instance. We will prove that an optimal Hamiltonian tour in G uses e edges
of cost y£ 1 iff an optimal assignment for the LinEq2-2(3) instance satisfies all
but e équations. The main technical difficulty lies in additionally showing that all
these expensive edges must have a cost of 3, ie. they connect vertices of distance
at least 3 in Go-

To prove this claim we will show that any Hamiltonian tour in G can be trans-
formed in such a way that

• the costs do not increase;
• the modified tour does not use edges of cost 2;
• every vertex incident to an edge of the tour of cost 3 lies inside an

équation gadget;
• every équation gadget contains 0 or 2 vertices that are incident to (1)

an edge of the tour of cost 3, and
• for every six connector edges belonging to the three occurrences of

the same variable either ail or noné of these edges are used by the
tour.

The idea behind the construction of an assignment for the LinEq2-2(3) instance
from a given Hamiltonian tour of the form as claimed above is that a variable is
assigned the value 1 iff ail connector edges belonging to the occurrences of this
variable are used by the tour. Then an équation gadget without vertices incident
to an edge of cost 3 of the tour corresponds to a satisfied équation and an équation
gadget with two such vertices corresponds to an équation that is not satisfied.

To present a more detailed overview of the proof we need the details of the
construction and some more définitions which we will give in Section 3.1. For this
reason we postpone the overview of the structure of the proof to Section 3.2.

3.1. THE CONSTRUCTION

The complete construction of Go is shown schematically for a sample instance
with 9 équations and 6 variables in Figure 1.

For each équation in / we will construct an équation gadget, represented by
a shaded box in Figure 1. For simplicity, only the vertices a, b, c, e, ƒ, h, l, m from
Figure 2 are shown in Figure 1.

Depending on the type of the équation we will construct two types of gadgets.
The équation gadgets for équations of the type x + y = 0 are called équation
gadgets of type 0 (cf. Fig. 2a), and the équation gadgets for équations of the
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FIGURE 1. The complete construction of Go for a sample instance
with 9 équations and 6 variables.
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FIGURE 2. The équation gadget of type 0 is shown in (a), the
équation gadget of type 1 is shown in (b).

FIGURE 3. The variable cluster.

type x + y = 1 are called équation gadgets of type 1 (cf. Fig. 2b)1. Every
équation gadget contains exactly six vertices that are connected to the rest of
the graph. The vertices a and b are used to link all équation gadgets in a long
chain in arbitrary order. This linking is done by identifying vertex b of one gadget
with vertex a of the next gadget. The other four vertices are used to connect the
équation gadget to the variable clusters which are defined as follows.

For each variable in / we construct a variable cluster consisting of four vertices
connected as a path and a second path using just vertices from three of the équation
gadgets. In each of the three gadgets three vertices are used. The structure of a
variable cluster is shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, in Figure 1 one of the variable
clusters is drawn with bold lines.

The équation gadgets and variable clusters are linked in the following way:
the vertices c, d, e and f>g,h are used to connect the équation gadget with the
variable clusters, they are called the connector vertices of this gadget. The
edges from the connector vertices to the vertices outside this gadget are called
connector edges. The connector vertices c, d, e ( ƒ, g, h respectively) together

1Note that every équation modulo 2 with exactly two variables can be written either as
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with the corresponding connector edges and the edges {c, d} and {d, e} ({ƒ, g}
and {p, h} respectively) are called a connector of the équation gadget. The edges
{c, d} and {d, e} ({ƒ,#} and {<?,/&} respectively) are called the internai edges of
the connector.

The vertices a and b of every variable cluster are used to link all variable clus-
ters in a long chain in arbitrary order. In contrast to the chain of the équa-
tion gadgets here the vertex b of one variable cluster is connected to the vertex
a of the next variable cluster via an additional edge. The vertices. {ci,di,ei},
{^2,^2,62}, {C3>^3>e3} are identified with the connector vertices {c, d1 e} ({ƒ, gyh}
respectively) of the three connectors corresponding to the three occurrences of this
variable in the équations.

Finally, the first équation gadget in the chain and the first variable cluster in
the chain are connected via one additional edge, and also the last équation gadget
and the last variable cluster are connected via an additional edge.

From this graph Go, we construct an instance of A{12,3}-TSP by defining a
complete graph G with the vertex set V(Go) and a cost function cost : E{G) —»
{1, 2, 3}. This cost function is defined by

+({ \) ~ J ^ ^ ^x ' y} ^ ^(Go) and there exists a z G V(G) such that

[ 3 otherwise.

This means that edges from Go have cost 1 and all other edges have the maximal
possible cost from {2,3} such that the triangle inequality is still satisfied.

In the sequel, we will need some more définitions for our proof. We start with
the following notation describing how the connectors are traversed by a given
Hamiltonian tour.

Définition 3.1. Given a Hamiltonian tour in G, we say that a connector is tra-
versed if both connector edges are traversed by the tour, untraversed if none of
the connector edges is traversed, and semitraversed otherwise.

Every Hamiltonian tour H in G defines a path cover P in Go, i.e. a set of
pairwise vertex-disjoint paths that cover all vertices in V(GQ). Every edge of cost
1 in H corresponds to an edge on a path from P, and every edge of cost > 2
corresponds to a pair of endpoints of different paths in P (unless the path cover
consists of exactly one path). This correspondence between Hamiltonian tours in
G and path covers in Go leads to the following définition.

Définition 3.2. Given a Hamiltonian tour H in G, a vertex x is called an end-
point of H if at least one of the edges of H incident to x is not in E(Go), it is
called a double endpoint, if both edges of H incident to x are not in E {Go). We
say that two vertices x and y are connected by the tour H, if there exists a
path from x to y in Go that uses only edges from H. We call a pair of endpoints
(x,y) critical, if x and y are not connected by the tour and cost{{x,y}) < 2.
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Observe that the tour does not contain any edge of cost 2, if there are no critical
pairs of endpoints in it. An edge of cost 2 can result only from a pair of endpoints
(x,y) at distance 2 in Go- But if that pair is not critical, it is connected by the
tour. Only if x and y are the only endpoints, the edge {#, y} can form, together
with the connection in Go, a Hamiltonian circle in G. This special case - that
the Hamiltonian tour in G already defines a Hamiltonian path in Go - will be
handled separately in Section 3.7. Otherwise, the edge {x,y} would close a circle
containing not all vertices, which is impossible in a Hamiltonian tour.

3.2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROOF

In this section, we will give an overview of the structure of the proof of
Theorem 2.3. In Section 3.1, we have constructed a TSP instance from a given
LinEq2-2(3) instance. To establish the gap in our réduction, we will prove the
following main lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Let I be a LinEq2-2(3) instance and let G be the corresponding TSP
instance as constructed in Section 3.1. The cost of an optimal Hamiltonian tour
in G is \V(G)\ + (l — l)e if and only if in the LinEq2-2(3) instance I at most all
but e équations can be satisfied at the same time.

Note that when we use in the metric case edge cost l = 3, the cost of the optimal
tour will be \V(G)\+2e.

One direction of the proof of Lemma 3.3 is straightforward. S tart ing from an
assignment to the variables of the LinEq2-2(3) instance, we obtain a tour of the
claimed maximal cost as follows. It traverses the graph of Figure 1 essentially
along the outer cycle, taking some détours through variable clusters and équation
gadgets. If a variable is set to 1 in the given assignment, the tour uses the edges
of the variable cluster which visit all three gadgets of those équations where the
variable occurs. Otherwise it uses the the shortcut below in Figure 3.

Thus, for a satisfied équation of type x + y = 1, in the corresponding gadget
exactly one of the connectors is visited as part of a variable cluster. The rest of
that gadget can be traversed as shown in Figure 4a.

Similarly, in a gadget for a satisfied équation of type x + y = 0, both or none
of the connectors are traversed as part of a variable cluster. Thus, it admit s a
traversai as depicted in Figures 4b and c.

It remains to inelude the vertices of équation gadgets for unsatisfied équations
in the tour. Hère, the traversai of the variable clusters implies that, for a gadget
of type 1, both or none of the connectors are left open. And for a gadget of type 0,
exactly one of the connectors remains open. In this case, we add pièces to the tour
as depicted in Figures 4d-f.

Only in the last step, we have used edges which are not part of Go (the dashed
edges in Fig. 4). These connect vertices having distance at least 3 in Go, thus they
have cost 3. All other edges are part of Go, i-en they have cost 1 in G.
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FIGURE 4. The traversai of équation gadgets.

Overall, an assignment leaving e équations unsatisfied results in a tour of cost
|F |+2e .

For the opposite direction, we have to show that an arbitrary Hamiltonian tour
through G can be modified, without increasing the cost, into a tour which has the
structure of a tour constructed from an assignment as above. Then, an assignment
can be inferred from that tour having the claimed quality in a direct reversai of
the above procedure.

The mentioned transformation of an arbitrary tour consists of a lengthy proce-
dure with many case distinctions. In the following we will give an overview of the
steps that are necessary to prove the hard direction of Lemma 3.3.

Recall that to prove this claim we have to show that any Hamiltonian tour in G
can be transformed in such a way that condition (1) holds.

The proof will be organized as follows:

1. given an arbitrary Hamiltonian tour in G that is not the extension of a
Hamiltonian path in Go, we will transform the tour without increasing its
cost in the following way;
(a) eliminate all critical pairs of endpoints at distance 1 from the tour. This

will be done in Section 3.3;
(b) transform the tour locally to take a certain way through an équation gad-

get, without using any critical pair of endpoints inside the gadget We
will describe this local transformations of the tour inside one équation
gadget in Section 3.4, where we will also show that the described way
of traversing an équation gadget is optimal in the sense that no other
traversai of the gadget can be of lower cost. We will describe these local
transformations first for équation gadgets without semitraversed connec-
tors, and after that for équation gadgets with semitraversed connectors;
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(c) éliminait all critical pairs of endpoints frorn the tour. The necessary
transformations will be described in Section 3.5;

(d) éliminait all semitraversed connectors from the tour. We will present
this transformations in Section 3.6. After performing this step, the tour
is of the for m as claimed in condition (l);

2. given a Hamiltonian tour in G with exactly two endpoints, show that the
edge Connecting these two endpoints cannot have cost 2. We will prove
this claim in Section 3.7. This means that in this special case, there is no
modification to be done;

3. construct the assignment to the variables of the underlying LinEq2-2(3) in-
stance from the tour. The construction of the assignment will be described
in Section 3.8.

3.3. ELIMINATION OF CRITICAL PAIRS OF ENDPOINTS AT DISTANCE ONE

In this section, we will show that we can transform any Hamiltonian tour with-
out increasing its cost in such a way that the modified tour does not contain any
critical pair of endpoints at distance 1.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour H with two endpoints
x and y at distance 1 that are not connected by the tour. Then there exists a
Hamiltonian tour H7 with two endpoints less than H and with cost(üT) ^ cost(iï").

Proof. Let H be a Hamiltonian tour with two endpoints x and y at distance 1 in
Go s^ch that x and y are not connected by the tour. Since x and y are endpoints
there exists a vertex w at distance > 2 from x in Go and a vertex w' at distance
> 2 from y in GQ such that {x, w} and {t/, w'} are edges of H.

If the tour H is of the form xwPiyw'P2X for some paths Pi and P2 in G, then
we can obtain the claimed Hamiltonian tour H* from H by replacing the edges
{x, w} and {y, w'} by the edges {x, y} and {w, wf}. This transformation is shown
in Figure 5a. Since the distance between w and wf can be at most 3, we have

cost(jff') = cost(iï) - cost({x, w}) - cost({y, wf})
+cost({x, y}) + cost({u>, wf})

^ cost(JT) - 2 - 2 + 1 + 3
= cost(JT),

and obviously Hf has two endpoints less than H.
If the tour H is of the form xwP\w!yP2X for some paths Pi and P2 in G, we

have the situation as shown in the leffc part of Figure 5b. Note that the existence
of an edge {z, zf} of cost > 2 on the path P2 is due to the fact that x and y are not
connected by the tour. Observe that we can assume that the distance between x
and u in Go is 1, and also the distance between y and v in Go is 1. Otherwise an
analogous transformation as in the first case would be possible.

If one of the edges {x,™}, {y,?//}, or {zyz'} of H has cost 3, we can apply
the transformation as shown in Figure 5b. By this transformation we save the
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z z'

FIGURE 5. The transformations in the first two cases of the proof
of Lemma 3.4.

costs of the edges {x, w}, {T/,W/}, or {z^z'} which sum up to at least 7, but we
have to add the costs of the edges {w, z}, {w\ zf}, and {#, y} which sum up to at
most 7. Thus, the resulting tour Hf has no higher costs than Hy and obviously Hf

has two endpoints less than H. Note that we can see the change in edge costs as
replacing two edges of cost 2 by one of cost 1 and one of cost at most 3, besides
one additional replacement of an edge of cost 3 by one of less or equal cost. In
the following, we will see that this is a gênerai scheme of the replacements we will
perform.

At this point it remains to analyze the case that all three edges {x,u?}, {z/, w'},
and {z, zf} of H have costs of 2 and that furthermore no edge of cost 3 exists on
the path P^. This leads to the situation in Go as shown in Figure 6 where the
Hamiltonian tour H is drawn with bold lines.

In the following we will distinguish three cases according to whether the vertices
u and v!\ and the vertices v and v! respectively, are identical or not. We will
start with the case that u — v! and v — v1. In this case we can transform the
Hamiltonian tour H as shown in Figure 7a. Here, we replace two edges of cost 2
by one of cost 1 and at most 3 each, besides one additional replacement of an edge
of cost 2 by one of less or equal cost Thus, the costs of the obtained Hamiltonian
tour Hf do not exceed the costs of H. Furthermore, the three endpoints x, w,
and w' of H are not endpoints of üT, but Hf has only one additional endpoint,
namely s.
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FIGURE 6. The situation in the critical case of the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Now we will analyze the case that u ^ v!. If one of the edges incident to uf

that is used by the tour H has costs > 2, we can use the transformation as shown
in Figure 7b. Here, we replace two edges of cost 2 by one of cost 1 and one of cost
at most 3, besides one additional replacement of an edge of cost 1 by one of equal
cost. Furthermore, the endpoints w, u\ and x of H are no endpoints in H\ and
only the vertex t might be an additional endpoint of H'', if the edge {u',t} has
cost 1.

If both edges of H incident to v! are of cost 1, then the degree of v! in Go has
to be 3, since the edge {u\x} is not used by H. In the sequel we will distinguish
two cases.

If v — v\ then we have the situation as in the left part of Figure 7c, and we can
transform the tour as shown in this figure. Again, we replace two edges of cost 2
by one of cost 1 and one of cost at most 3, besides one additional replacement of
an edge of cost 1 by one of equal cost. Furthermore the endpoints x and wf of H
are not endpoints of üT, and no new endpoint is added by the transformation.

If v 7̂  v\ we can assume without loss of generality that also both edges of H
incident to vf are of cost 1, otherwise we could use a transformation analogous to
the one shown in Figure 7b. This implies that also the degree of vf has to be 3
in Go- From the facts u ^ uf and v ^ v' we can conclude that also the vertices x
and y are of degree 3 in Go.

In this case we can use a transformation as shown in Figure 7d. Note that this
transformation does not reduce the number of endpoints in the Hamiltonian tour,
but it moves one endpoint from the vertex x to the vertex 5. As in the previous
cases the cost of the Hamiltonian tour does not increase since we replace two
edges of cost 2 by one of cost 1 and one of cost at most 3, besides one additional
replacement of an edge of cost 1 by one of equal cost.

It remains to show that this transformation can only finitely often lead to a
similar situation again, but at some point it will lead to a situation as already
solved in the previous cases. If the transformation leads to a similar situation
again, this is because there exists another endpoint r of the tour at distance 1
to s. In this case we will leave the tour through s unchanged, but we will use an
analogous transformation to remove the endpoint from r. To show that a séquence
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FIGURE 7. The transformations in the critical case of the proof of Lemma 3.4.

of transformations of this type will always be finite, it suffices to show that each
transformation produces one additional vertex that cannot play the role of the
vertex 5. For the proof consider a séquence of A; transformations of this type,
where the vertices are denoted as shown in Figure 7d with the number of the
transformation as subscript (Le. as Xi, y^ s^,... for the situation before the i-th
transformation).
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Now we will show that x\ ^ Si for alH > 2. Without loss of generality we can
assume that x\ ^ s2

2. Assume that x\ = Si for some i > 3, and consider the
vertices ^ i , ^ , ^ , Si, and the other neighbor of u\. These are all the vertices at
distance 2 from x\ in Go- This means that one of them has to be equal to Xi.
Since every degree 3 vertex in Go has at least one neighbor of degree 2, the vertices
ui^Vi,w\ have to be of degree 2. This immediately implies v\ ^ Xi and W\ ^ Xi.
It furthermore implies that the other neighbor of u\ is not equal to x ,̂ since the
degree of the common neighbor v!i of x\ and Si has to be 3. Furthermore, we know
yf

x ^z Xi because y\ is an endpoint and thus y\ ^ u^. Finally, si ^ xi since r\ is
no longer an endpoint of the tour after the second transformation and therefore

According to Lemma 3.4, we can in the following assume that a Hamiltonian
path does not contain any pair of endpoints at distance 1 that are not connected
by the tour. This implies that every critical pair consists of two endpoints at
distance 2.

In the following sections, we will mainly consider the graph Go, and thus all
distances, paths, and other graph-theoretic notations are always understood with
respect to Go, unless otherwise noted.

3.4. LOCAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE TOUR INSIDE THE ÉQUATION GADGETS

In this section, we will show that an optimal tour can be assumed to traverse
every équation gadget in a special way without any critical pair of endpoints inside
the gadget. This proof will be divided into four lemmas. In Lemma 3.6 (Lem. 3.7
respectively) we will show the claim for a gadget of type 0 (type 1 respectively)
without semitraversed connectors. In Lemma 3.8 we will prove the claim for an
équation gadget containing exactly one semitraversed connector, and in Lemma 3.9
for an équation gadget with two semitraversed connectors.

To describe the local properties of a Hamiltonian tour we will need the following
définition.

Définition 3.5. Let H and H1 be two Hamiltonian tours in G, let X be an
équation gadget of Go, and let X be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices
of X. We say that H* can be constructed from H by a local transformation
with respect to X, if H and H' do not differ on the edges from E (G) - E(X),
Le. if the tour H is only changed inside the gadget X to obtain Hf', but not on
the connector edges and not outside X.

Recall that, according to Lemma 3.4, we can in the following assume that
any Hamiltonian tour does not contain two endpoints at distance 1 that are not
connected by the tour.

2If x\ = 52 we just transform the right part of the tour as shown in Figure 7d instead of the
left part. It is impossible that x± = S2 and yi ~ sf

2 since x\ is adjacent to yi, but S2 is not
adjacent to s2.
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FIGURE 8. The traversai of an équation gadget of type 0 without
semitraversed connectors.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour H traversing an équation
gadget X of type 0 in such a way that there are no semitraversed connectors in it.

(a) If X has zero or two traversed connectors, it is possible to modify the tour H
by a local transformation with respect to X such that there are no endpoints
in the gadget.

(b) If X has exactly one traversed connector, it is possible to modify the tour
H by a local transformation with respect to X such that the modifîed tour
has exactly two endpoints inside the gadget X} and these endpoints are at
distance > 3 in GQ.

(c) If X has exactly one traversed connector, it is not possible to modify the tour
H by a local transformation with respect to X such that the modified tour
has less thon two endpoints inside X or exactly two endpoints inside X that
form a critical pair.

Proof The Hamiltonian tours claimed in (a) are shown in Figures 8a and b, the
Hamiltonian tour claimed in (b) is shown in Figure 8c.

Now it remains to prove (c). Since the équation gadget is symmetrie, it suffices
to show the claim for the case that the connector with the vertices {c, d, e} is
traversed.

First, we will show the nonexistence of a tour with exactly two endpoints at
distance 2 in the gadget that are not connected by the tour.

Assume that we have a critical pair of endpoints (x,y). If there exists a common
neighbor z of x and y that has degree 2, then z obviously has to be another end-
point of the tour. Therefore to prove the nonexistence of exactly two unconnected
endpoints of distance 2 in the gadget it is sufneient to prove the nonexistence of a
Hamiltonian path from a to b in a slightly modified gadget. This modified gadget
can be constructed from the original one by removing the vertices {c, d, e} and
extending it by exactly one edge Connecting two vertices x and y at distance 2
such that the common neighbor of x and y has degree 3. Note that the vertices ƒ
and h can be treated as degree 2 vertices since the second connector is untraversed,
and also the vertex l (n respectively) can be treated as a degree 2 vertex since the
edge {c,l} ({e, n} respectively) cannot be used by the tour.
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FIGURE 9. The possibilités of choosing an additional edge in the
proof of Lemma 3.6 (c).

In Figure 9 the possibilities of choosing such an edge are shown. In Figure 10
for each of these 18 cases those edges are shown that have to be traversed by the
tour (e.g. because they are incident to a vertex of degree 2).

As an example we will analyze Case 1 and Case 5 in detail: in Case 1 of
Figure 10 all edges of Go that are drawn with bold lines have to be traversed
by the Hamiltonian path from a to 6 because they either belong to the traversed
left connector or are incident to a vertex of degree 2. Since the right connector
is untraversed, the vertices ƒ and h can be treated as vertices of degree 2. If
one of these edges would be untraversed, one of the degree 2 vertices would be an
additional endpoint. But from the figure it is clear that, if all these edges are used,
either the vertex n and the upper neighbor of i or the upper neighbors of i and j
have to be additional endpoints. Thus, it is impossible to construct a Hamiltonian
path from a to b using only the edges of Go and the one additional edge of cost 2.

In Case 5 of Figure 10 also all edges of Go that are drawn with bold lines
have to be traversed by the Hamiltonian path because they either belong to the
traversed left connector or are incident to a vertex of degree 2, where ƒ and h are
again treated as degree 2 vertices. In this case we get an immédiate contradiction
since the additional edge from the upper neighbor of i to the vertex o cannot be
used by the Hamiltonian path since the vertex o is already the neighbor of two
degree 2 vertices.

In all other cases an analogous analysis leads to a contradiction, too.
It remains to show that it is impossible to construct a tour with less than two

endpoints. Since the tour has to enter or to leave the gadget via the vertices a and
b and one connector is traversed and the other one is untraversed, the number of
endpoints inside the gadget has to be even. Thus, we only have to show that there
does not exist a tour without endpoints inside the gadget. Such a Hamiltonian
tour without endpoints in the gadget must use all edges incident to vertices of
degree 2, where ƒ and h can again be treated as degree 2 vertices. This leads to
the situation as shown in Figure 11 where all these mandatory edges are drawn
bold. From this figure it is immediately clear that such a Hamiltonian tour cannot
exist. •
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FIGURE 10. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.6 (c).
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FIGURE 11. The situation in the proof of Lemma 3.6 (c), if we
assume that there are no endpoints inside the gadget.

Lemma 3.7. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour H traversing an équation
gadget X of type 1 in such a way that there are no semitraversed connectors in it.

(a) If there i$ exactly one traversed connector, it is possible to modify the tour
H by a local transformation with respect to X such that the modified tour
has no endpoints inside the gadget X.

(b) If there are zero or two traversed connectors^ it is possible to modify the tour
H by a local transformation with respect to X such that the modified tour
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FIGURE 12. The traversai of an équation gadget of type 1 without
semitraversed connectors.
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FIGURE 13. The possibilities of choosing an additional edge in
the proof of Lemma 3.7 (c).

has exactly two endpoints inside X} and these endpoints are at distance > 3
in Go-

(c) If there are zero or two traversed connectors, it is not possible to modify the
tour H by a local transformation with respect to X such that the modified
tour has less than two endpoints inside X or exactly two endpoints inside X
which form a critical pair.

Proof The Hamiltonian tour claimed in (a) is shown in Figure 12a, the
Hamiltonian tours claimed in (b) are shown in Figures 12b and c.

Now it remains to prove (c). The nonexistence of a tour with exactly two
endpoints at distance 2 not connected by the tour can be shown by a similar case
analysis as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 (c). The possible cases for using an additional
edge of length 2 are shown in Figure 13a for the case that both connectors are
untraversed, and in Figure 13b for the case that both connectors are traversed.
Ail cases not shown in Figure 13 can be handled symmetrically. In Figure 14 for
each of these cases those edges are shown that have to be traversed by the tour
{e.g. because they are incident to a vertex of degree 2) for the case that both
connectors are untraversed, and in Figure 15 these edges are shown for each of the
cases, if both connectors are traversed. As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, in each of
the cases shown in Figure 14 and in Figure 15 the tour needs at least one more
endpoint in the gadget, which gives the contradiction.
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FIGURE 14. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.7 (c), if
both connectors are untraversed.
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FIGURE 15. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.7 (c), if
both connectors are traversed.

It remains to show that it is impossible to construct a tour with less than two
endpoints. Since the tour has to enter or to leave the gadget via the vertices a and b
and both connectors are either traversed or untraversed, the number of endpoints
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FIGURE 16. The situation in the proof of Lemma 3.7 (c), if we
assume that there are no endpoints inside the gadget. In (a) the
situation is shown for the case of two untraversed connector s, and
in (b) it is shown for the case of two traversed connectors.
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FIGURE 17. The traversai of an équation gadget of type 0 with
exactly one semitraversed connector.

inside the gadget has to be even. Thus, we only have to show that there does
not exist a tour without endpoints inside the gadget. Such a Hàmiltonian tour
without endpoints in the gadget must use all edges incident to vertices of degree 2,
where again as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 the connector vertices of the untraversed
connectors can be treated as degree 2 vertices. This leads to the situation as shown
in Figure 16 where all these mandatory edges are drawn bold. From this figure it
is immediately clear that such Hamiltonian tour cannot exist. D

Lemma 3.8. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour H traversing an équation
gadget X in such a way that there is exactly one semitraversed connector in it.

(a) It is possible to modify the tour H by a local transformation with respect to
X in such a way that there is exactly one endpoint in the gadget X.

(b) It is not possible to modify the tour H by a local transformation with respect
to X in such a way that there is no endpoint in the gadget X.

Proof In case of a type 0 équation gadget the Hamiltonian tours claimed in (a)
are shown in Figure 17, in case of a type 1 équation gadget the tours claimed in
(a) are shown in Figure 18.

It remains to show the claim (b), Le. that it is impossible to construct a tour
without an endpoint in the gadget. The tour has to enter (or to leave) the gadget
via the vertices a and b and via the semitraversed connector. This implies that
the number of endpoints inside the gadget has to be odd. •
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FIGURE 18. The traversai of an équation gadget of type 1 with
exactly one semitraversed connector.
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FIGURE 19. The traversai of an équation gadget of type 0 with
two semitraversed connectors.

Lemma 3.9. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour H traversing an équation
gadget X in such a way that there are two semitraversed connectors in it.

(a) It is possible to modify the tour H by a local transformation with respect to
X in such a way that there are exactly two endpoints inside the gadget X
which are connected by the tour.

(b) It is not possible to modify the tour H by a local transformation with respect
to X in such a way that the modified tour contains less than two endpoints
inside X or exactly two endpoints inside X that form a critical pair.

Proof. The Hamiltonian tours claimed in (a) are shown in Figure 19 for type 0
équation gadgets and in Figure 20 for type 1 équation gadgets.

It remains to show the claim (b). The nonexistence of a tour with exactly
two endpoints at distance 2 that are not connected by the tour can be shown by
a similar case analysis as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 (c). The possible cases of
adding an edge of cost 2 are shown in Figure 21 for a gadget of type 0 and in
Figure 22 for a gadget of type 1. Ail cases not shown in the figures are handled
symmetrieally. The case analysis for the case that the connector edges incident
to the vertices c and h are used by the tour is shown in Figure 23 for a gadget
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FIGURE 20. The traversai of an équation gadget of type 1 with
two semitraversed connectors.

FIGURE 21. The possibilities of choosing an additional edge for
a type 0 équation gadget in the proof of Lemma 3.9 are shown
in (a) for the case that the connector edges incident to c and h
are used, in (b) for the case that the connector edges incident to e
and ƒ are used, and in (c) and (d) for the case that the connector
edges incident to e and h are used.

of type 0 and in Figure 26 for a gadget of type 1. The case analysis for the case
that the connector edges incident to the vertices e and ƒ are used by the tour is
shown in Figure 24 for a gadget of type 0 and in Figure 27 for a gadget of type 1.
The case analysis for the case that the connector edges incident to the vertices e
and h are used by the tour is shown in Figure 25 for a gadget of type 0 and in
Figure 28 for a gadget of type 1. The cases in which the connector edges incident
to the vertices c and ƒ are used by the tour can be handled symmetrically.

Now we will show that it is impossible to construct a tour without endpoints
in the gadget.

Since the tour has to enter or to leave the gadget at the vertices a and b and at
the two connectors, the number of endpoints in the gadget is even.
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FIGURE 22. The possibilities of choosing an additional edge for
a type 1 équation gadget in the proof of Lemma 3.9 are shown in
(a) for the case that the connector edges incident to c and h are
used, in (b) for the case that the connector edges incident to e
and ƒ are used, and in (c) and (d) for the case that the connector
edges incident to e and h are used.
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FIGURE 23. The case analysis for a type 0 équation gadget in the
proof of Lemma 3.9, if the connector edges incident to c and h
are used.
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FIGURE 24. The case analysis for a type 0 équation gadget in the
proof of Lemma 3.9, if the connector edges incident to e and ƒ
are used.

If not ail internai edges of the connectors are used, we have at least one endpoint
in the gadget, namely the vertex d or g. Together with the observation above we
have at least two endpoints in the gadget. Therefore we can assume without loss
of generality that all internai edges of the connectors are traversed by the tour.

Assume that there exists a Hamiltonian tour without endpoints in the gadget.
If the tour enters the gadget via the vertex c (h respectively), it has to follow
the route as shown in Figure 19a for type 0 gadgets and in Figure 20a for type 1
gadgets. Otherwise the lower neighbor of the vertex i (the lower neighbor of j
respectively) would be an endpoint. If the tour enters the gadget via the vertex
e (ƒ respectively), it has to follow the route as shown in Figure 19c for type 0
gadgets and in Figure 20c for type 1 gadgets. This implies that at least the
vertex k cannot lie on those paths of the Hamiltonian tour entering the gadget via
the connectors. This contradicts our assumption since k has to be traversed by
the tour. D

3.5. ELIMINATION OF CRITICAL PAIRS OF ENDPOINTS AT DISTANCE TWO

Due to the above lemmas we know that, for any Hamiltonian tour, there exists
a modified tour of the same or smaller cost that does not contain a critical pair
of endpoints inside the same équation gadget. Now we will show that no critical
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FIGURE 25. The case analysis for a type 0 équation gadget in the
proof of Lemma 3.9, if the connector edges incident to e and h
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FIGURE 26. The case analysis for a type 1 équation gadget in the
pro of of Lemma 3.9, if the connector edges incident to c and h
are used.
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FIGURE 27. The case analysis for a type 1 équation gadget in the
proof of Lemma 3.9, if the connector edges incident to e and ƒ
are used.
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FIGURE 29. The transformations for the proof of Lemma 3.10.

pair of endpoints exists in Go- Therefore we first prove a technical lemma about
paths of the tour ending at adjacent vertices.

Lemma 3.10. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour that connects two adja-
cent endpoints x and y via a path in Go containing at least one additional neighbor
v ofy. If there is another endpoint z that is adjacent to v, we can modify the tour
without increasing its cost such that the modified tour contains two endpoints less,
unless all edges of the tour outside Go incident to x, y, and z are distinct and
have costs of 2.

Proof. Let xf be the neighbor of x via an edge of cost > 2 in the tour, let y1 be
the neighbor of y via an edge of cost > 2 in the tour, and let z1 be the neigh-
bor of z via an edge of cost > 2 in the tour. If the Hamiltonian tour is of the
form xP\vyyfP2zzfP^x1 x for some paths Pi, P2, and P3 in G, we can perform
the transformation as shown in Figure 29a, provided that at least one of the
edges {x,xf}, {y, t /}, {zyz

f\ has cost 3. If the Hamiltonian tour is of the form
xP\vyyfP2ZfzP^x1 x for some paths Pj, P2, and P3 in G, we can perform the trans-
formation as shown in Figure 29b. If the endpoints z and yf are identical, the
tour has to be of the form xP\vyzP2Xfx for some paths Pi and P2 in G, and we
perform the transformation as shown in Figure 29c. Finally, if the endpoints z
and xf are identical, then the tour is of the form xP\vyyfP2ZX for some paths Pi
and P2 in G, and we can perform the transformation as shown in Figure 29d. D

Now we are able to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 3.11. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour of G. Then we can
modify this tour without increasing its cost such that the modified tour does not
contain any critical pair of endpoints.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.6-3.9 we know that there does not exist a critical pair of
endpoints inside one équation gadget.
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We will now show that, if the tour through an équation gadget contains one of
the vertices in {c, d, e, ƒ,#,/i, Z,m, n,o} as an endpoint3, then there exists a tour
of the same or smaller cost in which there is no other endpoint at distance 2
to this vertex that is not connected via the tour. We will prove this claim by
distinguishing five cases depending on whether c, d, e, /, or n is an endpoint of the
tour. The remaining cases can be handled symmetrically.

Case 1: Assume that the tour contains c as an endpoint.
Let us first consider the case that the vertices c and d are both endpoints and

are connected by the tour. We have to distinguish two cases.
We first assume that the connector edge incident to c is not traversed by the

tour. If the path from c to d consists only of the edge {c, d}, this contradicts
Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, or 3.9, respectively, since the gadget has to contain at least
one endpoint more than the number proved in these lemmas. This is immédiate
for the case of at most one semitraversed connector, and it is shown in Figures 30a
to d for the case that both connectors are semitraversed. ïf the path from c to
d does not consist of the edge {c, d}, we have one of the situations as shown in
Figures 30e to j . In all these cases the tour needs at least three endpoints in the
gadget which contradicts Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, or 3.9, respectively. In all cases not
shown in Figure 30 even the existence of the two endpoints c and d contradicts
the Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, or 3.8, respectively.

Let us now assume that the connector edge {c, x} incident to c is used by the
tour. The vertex x cannot be an endpoint of the tour, since it has to lie on the
path from c to d. If one vertex y outside the gadget that is at distance 2 from c,
i.e. that is a neighbor of x, is an endpoint of the tour, we can apply Lemma 3.10
to remove two endpoints from the tour. Since only one of the neighbors of x can
be an endpoint of the tour (otherwise x would have to be an endpoint at distance
1 to c that is not connected to c which contradicts Lem. 3.4), the vertex c can be
connected to no other endpoint at distance 2 than to y, and thus Lemma 3.10 is
applicable.

Now we consider the case that there does not exist a path of the tour from c
to d, i.e. that d is no endpoint of the tour. Then the edge {c,d} has to be used
by the tour since d is a vertex of degree 2. Furthermore the connector edge {c, x}
incident to c is not used by the tour. If a neighbor y ^= c of x is an endpoint of
the tour, then x has to be an endpoint, too. But this is a contradiction since in
this case x would have to be connected by the tour to c as well as to y.

Thus, the claim holds for the vertex c and with an analogous argument also for
the vertex h.

Case 2: Assume that the tour contains e as an endpoint.
Let us first consider the case that the connector edge {e,x} is not used by the

tour. If in this case another neighbor y of x is an endpoint, too, then also x has to

3Note that the vertices a and b already belong to the neighboring équation gadgets, and all
other vertices of the gadget have distance > 3 to vertices outside the gadget.
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FIGURE 30. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if c
and d are endpoints of the tour, and the connector edge incident
to c is not used. The figures (a) to (d) show the cases, in which
the edge {c, d} is used, and (e) to (j) show the cases, in which the
edge {c, d} is not used by the tour.

(b)

(d) (e)
T

(f)

FIGURE 31. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if e
and d are endpoints of the tour, and the connector edge incident
to e is used by the tour.

be an endpoint and x has to be connected as well to e as to y by the tour which
is a contradiction.

Thus, in the following we can assume that the connector edge {e, x} is used by
the tour. This implies that also d has to be an endpoint and therefore has to be
connected to e via a path of the tour. Furthermore the edge {c, d} has to be used
since d is a vertex of degree 2. (Otherwise d would be a double endpoint which
would contradict Lems. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, or 3.9 respectively.) But this results in one
of the situations as shown in Figure 31 which again contradict Lemmas 3.6, 3.7,
or 3.9, respectively. In the cases not shown in Figure 31 already the existence of
two endpoints inside the gadget gives a contradiction.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 32. The cases in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if d is a double endpoint.

Thus, the claim holds for the vertex e and with an analogous argument also for
the vertex ƒ.

Case 3: Assume that the tour contains d as an endpoint.
Let us first assume that d is a double endpoint of the tour. Then the connector

containing d has to be traversed, otherwise c or e would be another endpoint which
would contradict Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, or 3.9, respectively. The two remaining
possible situations, namely a type 0 gadget with two traversed connectors and a
type 1 gadget with this connector traversed and the other untraversed are treated
in Figure 32, where it is shown that both cases contradict Lemma 3.6 or Lemma 3.7,
respectively, since at least one additional endpoint is needed.

Therefore we can assume in the following that d is a single endpoint. If c is
another endpoint of the tour, this leads to a contradiction as already shown in
Figure 30. If e is another endpoint of the tour and the connector edge incident
to e is used, this leads to a contradiction as shown in Figure 31. If e is another
endpoint and the connector edge incident to e is not used, this again contradicts
Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, or 3.9, respectively, as shown in Figures 33a to d for the
case that the edge {d, e} is used, and in Figures 33e to j for the case that the edge
{d, e} is not used. Thus, we can assume that neither c nor e is an endpoint of the
tour. We will in the following distinguish two cases depending on which of the
edges incident to d is used.

Let us first consider the case that the edge {c, d} is used. We have to show that
neither the neighbor xc of c via the connector edge nor the neighbor xe of e via
the connector edge can be an endpoint of the tour not connected to d. If xc is
an endpoint of the tour, then the edge {c, 1} has to be used, unless d and xc are
connected by the tour. Since also xc has a degree 2 vertex yc as a neighbor, yc

has to be also an endpoint of the tour that is furthermore connected to xc. This
situation can be transformed as shown in Figure 34a such that the critical pair
of endpoints is moved to the inside of the gadget without increasing the cost of
the tour and without affecting any other endpoints. But this is a contradiction to
Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9, since we have proved the nonexistence of a critical pair
of endpoints inside one gadget there. If xe is an endpoint of the tour, then also one
of its neighbors ye has to be an endpoint since it is a degree 2 vertex. Furthermore
xe and ye have to be connected by the tour. Thus, we have the situation as shown
in Figure 35a, and Lemma 3.10 is applicable, since it is not possible to connect
the endpoint d to another endpoint than xe via an edge of cost 2, since xc cannot
be an endpoint in this case as shown above.
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FIGURE 33. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if e
and d are endpoints of the tour, and the connector edge incident
to e is not used by the tour.

Let us now consider the case that the edge {d, e} is used. We have again to
show that neither the neighbor xc of c via the connector edge nor the neighbor xe

of e via the connector edge can be an endpoint not connected to d. This can be
shown similarly as in the preceding case. If xe is an endpoint of the tour, then
the edge {e.n} has to be used by the tour unless d and xe are connected by the
tour. In this case the transformation shown in Figure 34b can be applied. By this
transformation the critical pair of endpoints is moved to the inside of the gadget
which again is contradicting Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. To show the claim for vertex
xc we use the same argument as for the vertex xe in the previous case: if xc is an
endpoint, then also its neighbor yc of degree 2 has to be an endpoint connected to
xc which results in the situation as shown in Figure 35b. With the same argument
as in the previous case Lemma 3.10 is applicable in this case.

Thus, the claim holds for the vertex d and with an analogous argument also for
the vertex g.

Case 4: Assume that the tour contains l as an endpoint.
Let m' be the other neighbor of a, i.e. the vertex m in the preceding équation

gadget of the chain (or the first vertex of the first variable cluster in the chain, if
the considered équation gadget is the first one in the chain). Then (l^rn1) cannot
be a critical pair of endpoints since this would imply that a is a double endpoint
of the tour which would result in three endpoints inside the gadget. It remains to
show that the neighbor x of c via the connector edge cannot be an endpoint of the
tour that is not connected to l. We will distinguish two cases.
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FIGURE 34. Figure (a) shows the transformation in the proof of
Lemma 3.11, if d and xc are endpoints and the edge {c, d} is used,
(b) shows the transformation, if d and xe are endpoints and the
edge {d, e} is used.

c t>

Vc

FIGURE 35. Figure (a) shows the situation in the proof of
Lemma 3.11, if d and xe are endpoints and the edge {c, d} is
used, (b) shows the situation, if d and xc are endpoints and the
edge {d, e} is used.

Let us first assume that a is an endpoint of the tour, too. As shown in Figure 36
this leads to a contradiction to Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, or 3.9, respectively, in all
cases.
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FIGURE 36. The case analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.11, \ia
and l are endpoints. (a-f) show the cases for a type 0 gadget
depending on how the connectors are traversed, and (g—1) show
the cases for a type 1 gadget.
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FIGURE 37. The situation in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if l and x
are endpoints and the edge {a, 1} is used.

Now we assume that a is no endpoint of the tour. Then the edges {m', a} and
{a, 1} are used by the tour. If x is an endpoint of the tour, then also its neighbor
y of degree 2 is an endpoint, and x and y are connected by the tour. This implies
that c cannot be another endpoint since it would have to be connected to x, too.
Thus, we have the situation as shown in Figure 37, and Lemma 3.10 can be applied
because the only possible endpoint at distance 2 to l that is not connected to l
is x4. Thus, the claim holds for the vertex l and with an anaîogous argument also
for the vertex m.

Case 5: Assume that the tour contains n as an endpoint.

4 If the vertex m of the previous gadget in the chain would be an endpoint not connected to l,
then a would have to be a double endpoint at distance 1 to l contradicting Lemma 3.4.
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FIGURE 38. The situation in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if n and
x are endpoints is shown in (a) for the case that the connector
edge incident to e is not used, and in (b) for the case that this
connector edge is used.

Then we have to show that the neighbor x of e via the connector edge cannot
be an endpoint that is not connected to n. Assume that x is an endpoint. If its
neighbor y of degree 2 is no endpoint of the tour then either e or the neighbor
of degree 2 of n has to be an endpoint. But if e is an endpoint, then it has to
be connected to both x and n which is not possible, and if the degree 2 neighbor
of n is an endpoint, then Lemma 3.10 is applicable since this neighbor of n cannot
be connected to an endpoint via an edge of cost 2. Thus, we can assume in the
following that y is an endpoint of the tour, and x and y are connected by the tour.
This implies that e cannot be an endpoint since it would have to be connected
to x, too. We distinguish two cases depending on which of the edges incident to e
are used.

Let us first assume that the connector edge {e, x) is not used. Then the edges
{dy e} and {e,n} are used. Therefore that neighbor of n, which has degree 2, has
to be an endpoint of the tour. The resulting situation is shown in Figure 38a.
Obviously, Lemma 3.10 is applicable in this case since this neighbor of n cannot
be connected to an endpoint via an edge of cost 2.

Now we assume that the connector edge {e, x) is used by the tour. This results
in the situation shown in Figure 38b, in which again Lemma 3.10 can be applied
because the only endpoint at distance 2 from n in Go is x.

Thus, the claim holds for the vert ex n and wit h an analogous argument also for
the vert ex o.

Up till now we have shown that a critical pair of endpoints cannot contain any
vertex from an équation gadget. Now it remains to show that there cannot be two
endpoints at distance 2 outside the équation gadgets that are not connected by
the tour. Consider two adjacent variable clusters as shown in Figure 39. Without
loss of generality we can assume that a<i is an endpoint of the tour. We have
to prove that neither y\ nor y 2 is an endpoint of the tour that is not connected
to 0,2. All other cases can be handled symmetrically. It is impossible that y\ is
an endpoint not connected to ai via the tour, since b\ would also be a (possibly
double) endpoint in that case that would have to be connected to both y\ and a<i
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FIGURE 39. The situation in the proof of Lemma 3.11, if the
considered endpoints lie outside the équation gadgets.

by the tour. If y2 is an endpoint not connected to a2 via the tour, then x2 cannot
be another endpoint since it would have to be connected to both a2 and y2. Thus,
we have one of the situations as shown in Figure 39 depending on which of the
edges incident to x2 are used. In both cases Lemma 3.10 can be applied since
there are no endpoints at distance 2 from a2 or y2 inside the équation gadgets as
already proved above. Thus, in the case as shown in Figure 39a, y2 is the only
possible endpoint at distance 2 from a2i and in the case as shown in Figure 39b,
a2 is the only possible endpoint at distance 2 from y2. D

3.6. ELIMINATION OF SEMITRAVERSED CONNECTORS

In this section we will show how to eliminate semitraversed connectors from
the tour.

Lemma 3.12. Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian tour traversing a variable
cluster in such a way that there are some semitraversed connectors in it. Then it
is possible to modify the tour without increasing its cost in such a way that there
are no semitraversed connectors in the cluster. Furthermore this transformation
does not create any critical pair of endpoints.

Proof According to Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 we can assume that every semi-
traversal of a connector uses both internai edges of the connector.

When transforming a semitraversed connector into a traversed or an untraversed
one we will in some cases save one endpoint in the corresponding équation gadget
and in the other cases we will get an additional endpoint inside the gadget. The
possible cases, depending on the type of the gadget and the traversai of the other
connector of the gadget, are shown in Figure 40. In this figure, S stands for a
semitraversed connector, T stands for a traversed connector, and U stands for an
untraversed connector. The changes in the number of endpoints inside the gadget
as claimed in Figure 40 follow directly from Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9.

First we consider the case that there is exactly one semitraversed connector in
the variable cluster. If this is the middle connector of the cluster, we have the
situation as shown in the left part of Figure 41. We can move this semitraversal to
one of the outer connectors of the cluster in the following way: if the transformation
of this semitraversed connector to an untraversed one saves one endpoint inside
the corresponding équation gadget, we transform the tour on the cluster as shown
in Figure 41a. If we have to transform the semitraversed connector to a traversed
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Type 0: Type 1:

FIGURE 40. The change in the number of endpoints inside an
équation gadget, if a semitraversed connector is changed into a
traversed or untraversed one.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 41. In (a) it is shown how to move the semitraversal from
the middle connector of the cluster to the outer connector, if the
middle connector has to get untraversed, and in (b) this move is
shown for the case that the middle connector has to get traversed.

one to save one endpoint in the corresponding équation gadget, we perform the
transformation as shown in Figure 41b. In both cases we have one endpoint less in
the équation gadget corresponding to the middle connector of the variable cluster,
but we get an additional endpoint in one of the équation gadgets corresponding
to the outer connectors of the cluster. This transformation obviously does not
create any critical pair of endpoints according to Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9.
If the semitraversed connector of the cluster is one of the outer connectors, the
cluster is traversed by the tour in one of the two ways shown in Figure 42. By
moving the endpoint in the variable cluster into the équation gadget containing
the semitraversed connector, we can make this connector untraversed in the case

shown in Figure 42a or traversed in the case as shown in Figure 42b without
changing the number of endpoints. According to Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 this
transformation does not create any critical pair of endpoints.

Now we consider the case that the variable cluster contains exactly two semitra-
versed connectors. Then we have one of the four situations as shown in Figure 43.
In the case (a) we transform the tour in such a way that all connectors of the clus-
ters are traversed, if this saves an endpoint in the gadget containing the connector
d. This results in at most one additional endpoint in the gadget containing C2
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(b)

FIGURE 42. The traversai of the variable cluster, if the first con-
nector is semitraversed.

(c) (d)

FIGURE 43. The possible traversals of the variable cluster, if ex-
actly two connectors are semitraversed.

and therefore the number of endpoints does not increase. Otherwise we transform
the tour to the one shown in the left part of Figure 41. This gives one endpoint
less in the gadget containing C\ and one additional endpoint in the cluster, and
we have reduced the number of semitraversals by at least one.

In the case (b) we transform the tour into the one shown in the left part of
Figure 41, if this saves an endpoint in the gadget containing the connector C\.
This results in one additional endpoint in the variable cluster, and therefore the
total number of endpoints remains unchanged. Otherwise we transform the tour
in such a way that all connectors become untraversed. This gives one endpoint
less in the gadget containing C\ and at most one additional endpoint in the gadget
containing C2. Thus, we have reduced the number of semitraversals by at least
one without increasing the number of endpoints.

In the case (c) we transform the tour in such a way that either all connectors
become traversed, if this reduces the number of endpoints in the gadget containing
Ci (C3 respectively) by one. This leads to at most one additional endpoint in the
gadget containing C3 (Ci respectively). Otherwise we transform the tour in such
a way that all connectors are untraversed. This saves one endpoint in each of the
gadgets containing C± or C3, and gives at most two additional endpoints in the
gadget containing C2.

In the case (d) we transform the tour in such a way that either all connectors
become untraversed, if this reduces the number of endpoints in the gadget con-
taining Ci (C$ respectively) by one. This leads to at most one additional endpoint
in the gadget containing C3 (Ci respectively). Otherwise we transform the tour
in such a way that all connectors are traversed. This saves one endpoint in each
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C\ C2 C3

F I G U R E 44. The traversai of the variable cluster, if three connec-
tors are semitraversed.

F I G U R E 45. The situation in the proof of Lemma 3.13, if both
endpoints lie outside the équation gadgets.

of the gadgets containing C\ or C3, and gives at most two additional endpoints in
the gadget containing C2.

Finally, we consider the case that the variable cluster contains three semitra-
versed connectors. Then we have the situation shown in Figure 44. We change
the tour to that one shown in Figure 43a. This saves the endpoint in the cluster
not belonging to an équation gadget and it gives at most one additional endpoint
in the équation gadget containing the connector C3.

Obviously none of these transformations créâtes a critical pair of endpoints. D

Note that after eliminating all semitraversals from the tour, either all connectors
of a variable cluster are traversed or all connectors of the cluster are untraversed.

3.7. A HAMILTONIAN TOUR WITH EXACTLY TWO ENDPOINTS

In this section we will deal with the case that a given Hamiltonian tour in G
has exactly two endpoints. We will show that also in this case the tour does not
contain an edge of cost 2 and that for each variable cluster either all connectors
are traversed or all connectors are untraversed.

L e m m a 3.13. Any Hamiltonian tour in G with exactly two endpoints does not
contain an edge of cost 2.

Proof. Let H be a Hamiltonian tour in G with exactly two endpoints. We will in
the sequel distinguish three cases.

Let us first assume that both endpoints lie inside the same équation gadget.
Then we can show analogously to the proof of Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 that
the endpoints have to be at distance 3 from each other.

Secondly, we assume that both endpoints lie outside the équation gadgets at
distance 2 from each other. Then we have the situation as shown in Figure 45.
This immediately gives a contradiction since x has to be a vertex of degree 2 and
therefore a third endpoint of the tour.
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Finally, if there is an équation gadget that contains exactly one of the two
endpoints of the tour, this gadget has to contain a semitraversed connector. We
can reduce this case to one of the above cases by ehminating this semitraversal in
the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.12. D

Lemma 3.14. Given a Harailtonian tour in G with exactly two endpoints, for
each variable cluster either all connectors are traversée or all connectors are un-
traversée.

Proof. Let H be a Hamiltonian tour in G with exactly two endpoints. If there
exists a variable cluster in Go for which not all connectors are traversed (not all
connectors are untraversed respectively), this variable cluster has to contain a
semitraversed connector. This semitraversal can be removed analogously as in the
proof of Lemma 3.12. D

3.8. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ASSIGNMENT

In this section, we will show how to construct an assignment to the variables of
the underlying LinEq2-2(3) instance from a Hamiltonian tour in G.

Lemma 3.15. Given a Hamiltonian tour with 2e endpoints (where a double end-
point counts as two), we can construct an assignment to the variables of the cor-
responding LinEq2-2(3) instance leaving at most e équations unsatisfied.

Proof Given a Hamiltonian tour, we can by Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.14 con-
struct a new tour, without increasing its cost, that does not contain two endpoints
at distance 2 not connected by the tour and such that for each variable cluster
either all or no connector edges are traversed. Then we can construct an assign-
ment as follows: if the connector edges in a variable cluster are traversed by the
tour, the corresponding variable is assigned the value one, otherwise it is assigned
the value zero. By Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, this assignment has the property
that there are two endpoints in the équation gadgets corresponding to unsatisfied
équations, and zero endpoints in the équation gadgets corresponding to satisfied
équations. Thus, the assignment leaves at most e équations, unsatisfied, if there
are 2e endpoints. •

Now we are ready to prove the lower bound on the approximation ratio. Remem-
ber that we have started from a ( | | | + ^£ 2 , §§^ - ^£i)-LinEq2-2(3) instance
with 336n équations.

We remind of the fact that in gênerai, we use edge costs l,m, Z, where in the
previous description the special case of 1, 2, 3 was used for better intuition.

Thus, if we construct an instance of A{1)m^}-TSP from an LinEq2-2(3) instance
as described above, the graph in the A{i)m^}-TSP instance contains 68n+l vertices
given that the LinEq2-2(3) instance contains 2n variables and 3n équations. Since
the Hamiltonian tour traversing the A{1)m^}-TSP instance has to take an edge of
cost l between two endpoints, by Lemma 3.15 a tour with cost 68n -f- (l — l)e + 1
corresponds to an LinEq2-2(3) instance with 3n équations from which at most e
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are unsatisfied. Analogously, a tour with cost 7616n+ (l — l)e + 1 corresponds to
an LinEq2-2(3) instance with 336n équations from which at most e are unsatisfied.

Since we take inputs from (§§| + ^ e 2 ; §§| - ^£i)-LinEq2-2(3), the minimal
number e of unsatisfied équations (from 336n) is either above (5 — ̂ e
(5 - 76l6e2)n or below (4 + ^£i336)n = (4 + 3808£X)n.

In the first case, the cost of an optimal tour is above 7616n+(£+l)(5—1
1, that is above 7611n+ bln — 7616e2^- In the second case, the cost of an optimal
tour is below 7616n+(ZH-l)(4 + 3808ei)n+l, that is below 7612n +Aln —7616e in
for large n.

Overall, a gap-preserving réduction from ( |§ | -f ^ e 2 , §§| - ^£i)-LinEq2-2(3)
t o (7671 î64^ + £l> 7676i"65Z "" £2)-A/3-TSP is established.

This complètes the proof of Theorem 2.3.

4. CONCLUSION

We have shown lower bounds on the approximability of the A^-TSP for every
non-trivial choice of fi. In case of the metric TSP, this is an improvement over the
previously known highest lower bound.

For the case of the relaxed triangle inequality, as a lower bound only the exis-
tence of a very small e was known such that 1 -h fie is a lower bound [5]. Here, we
have given the first concrete lower bound. Since this tends to | for fi —» oo, one
goal for future research is clearly to look for such a concrete bound which grows
linearly in fi.

Finally, in case of the sharpened triangle inequality, our results show the some-
what surprising fact that this special case of the TSP is .AP,Y-hard even if one
comes arbitrarily close to the trivial case of all edges having the same cost.

Very recently, after this paper was submitted, Papadimitriou and Vempala [16]
showed that it is Af'P-hard to approximate the A-TSP within | | | — e for an arbi-
trary small e > 0, but it is left open whether their rather complicated construction
can be transferred to the case of the A/3-TSP for fi / 1.

Still, in all these cases, there is much room for improvement to close the gap
between upper and lower bounds.
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